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Opportunity Zone Practice Group Overview
Duval & Stachenfeld LLP is the real estate industry leader in Opportunity Zones.
We achieve this position by melding together:
Unparalleled Opportunity Zone Tax Expertise: A top real estate tax practice that is
deeply focused on Opportunity Zones. This is led by our Tax Practice Group Co-Chair,
Jessica Millett, who has been nicknamed “The Wizard of OZ”.
The Pure Play in Real Estate Law®: A top-level real estate practice that is steeped in
structuring, handling and effectuating numerous Opportunity Zone transactions,
including individual transactions, funds and everything in between. This is led by our
Managing Partner and Real Estate Practice Group Chair, Terri Adler, who many herald
as the plain-old top real estate lawyer in New York City.
Helping Our Clients Grow Their Businesses: A (better mousetrap) through our
business model of Helping Our Clients Grow Their Businesses, which, among other
things creates opportunities for clients and connects them with appropriate
counterparties. This initiative is led by Bruce Stachenfeld, who is also known as The
Real Estate Philosopher™.
Surely – there are other law firms, accounting firms and similar parties who can give advice
on tax – and sure there are other high-quality real estate practices – but certainly insofar as we
are aware there is no other law firm – or other party – putting these pieces together like D&S
has done.
Before we get to the specifics, here is some general background on our thinking about
Opportunity Zones:
Industry Thoughts on Opportunity Zones
As our Chairman, Bruce Stachenfeld, mentioned in an article he wrote on September 2018, no
matter where you sit in the real estate world you need to have an Opportunity Zone strategy.
A Game Changer?
For those not following Opportunity Zones closely, there is
a “good” benefit, a “great” benefit, and an “off-the-charts-benefit” to the real estate world:
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•

The “good” benefit is for the investor if it has gains on a sale of an asset, the investor
can effectively “exchange” the gains into investments in an Opportunity Zone and defer
the tax on the gains for up to 8 years and even legitimately avoid some of the gains.

•

The “great” benefit is for the investor that if it invests in a Qualified Opportunity Fund
and holds it for ten years then the gain on the investment is tax free

•

This is all excellent, but the “off-the-charts benefit” is to the real estate world in that
gains from non-real estate assets can be exchanged into Opportunity Zones.

Ways Opportunity Zones Will Impact the Real Estate Industry
Our thinking is that there are many impacts that Opportunity Zones will have on the real estate
world. We cannot of course predict everything; however, we see the following unfolding:
•

Wealthy individuals who heretofore have had little or nothing to do with real estate but
have capital gains will be looking at making investments in opportunity zone
transactions.

•

Sponsors with the capability of putting together deals in Opportunity Zones will be able
to achieve a less expensive and more readily available source of capital.

•

Opportunity or investment funds will need to consider how they can capitalize on
Opportunity Zones rather than view the wall of money as competition for their own
capital – perhaps they will need to consider raising their own Opportunity Zone funds?

•

Lenders may be in a position to capitalize as there are some severe timing issues
pertaining to how the money has to be invested into the Opportunity Zone investment
in order to qualify. A quick note here is that one cannot put in equity for an Opportunity
Zone transaction and repatriate it back and keep the tax deduction. However, a lender
may provide legitimate debt, which may be later paid off with Opportunity Zone
investment dollars. This means that lenders that understand opportunity zones – and
can be flexible – will be in great demand.

•

Lastly, if one is a non-profit out to do some “good things” – perhaps in blighted areas –
this can be a way to achieve its mission without the necessity of raising money for it.

Ultimately, it is our view that the advent of Opportunity Zones is a game-changer for the real
estate industry.
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Unparalleled Opportunity Zone Tax Practice
Our tax attorneys, led by Tax Practice Group co-chair Jessica Millett, who has indeed become
“The Wizard of OZ”, have been at the forefront of these cutting edge transactions since the
signing of the 2017 Tax Reform Act.
Jessica’s involvement has included an ongoing dialogue with the government since the
beginning, participation in many industry groups, writing detailed (but easily understandable)
white papers, advising clients on strategy, delving deeply into the most complicated of real
estate deals that are predicated on Opportunity Zones, and speaking to groups both large and
small.
Jessica’s dance card has been incredibly full since the world took notice of Opportunity Zones
– along about late-summer of 2018. Among other things, the press has been after her constantly
for her perspectives. So far, Jessica has been quoted in The Real Deal, The Commercial Observer,
and The Wall Street Journal and she has made numerous presentations to industry groups.
What sets Jessica apart from other tax lawyers and the reason that she is in such demand is that
she doesn’t drone on and bore her audience by quoting sections of the tax code while clients
try to avoid falling asleep. Instead, Jessica is the tax lawyer who can explain things simply and
easily and give clients the risk/reward tax advice that they crave. Indeed, a fair number of
parties who have invited Jessica to speak say things like “this is the best conference
presentation I have ever seen.” How often does that happen with a tax lawyer?
The Pure Play in Real Estate Law®
As wonderful as Jessica is, one cannot really assist a client with Opportunity Zone work with
“just” a tax lawyer. In order to be useful to a client, the tax advice has to meld with skillful
business/legal advice about how to do a real estate deal.
That is where our vaunted real estate practice comes in. Since this overview is about
Opportunity Zones, we will not belabor it here; however, D&S is well-known to have one of
the absolute top real estate practices in the world. Our lawyers are incredibly experienced and
talented – our clients are major institutions and major industry players – and we have handled
some of the largest, most complex and high-profile transactions in the world.
Specifically, the crown jewels of our real estate practice include specialties in joint
ventures/corporate real estate, development and finance (from the borrower side). All of
which are the key practices for Opportunity Zone transactions.
Currently, we are in the midst of some of the most complicated and high-profile Opportunity
Zone transactions and there is no let-up in sight. Our clients keep calling for our help as things
take shape in the real estate industry.
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Helping Our Clients Grow Their Businesses
There is no reason for us to be modest here. We have a better mousetrap than other law firms.
This mousetrap arises from our mission statement “To Help Our Clients Grow Their
Businesses.”
This differentiates us from “all” other law firms in that their sole focus is “doing legal work
for money.” While there is nothing wrong with that, our clients have come to expect much
more from their law firms; namely, they want law firms that thoroughly understands their
businesses and can help them achieve their business goals.
So what we do is, for all of our clients, we learn what they are trying to accomplish in the
business world, including, their business plans – their marketing plans – their competitive
advantage (or lack thereof) – who they need to hire – the strategic and other relationships they
crave – and their “secret sauce” for success. Armed with this information, we become a
strategic teammate to help them achieve their goals.
This includes the obvious things – like connecting capital to deals (which has resulted in close
to $4B of real estate deals to date) – but also the less obvious things like providing intellectual
capital and industry knowledge. Indeed, our figuring out the benefits of Opportunity Zones
before just about everyone else is a great example of this.
Our clients absolutely love that we do this. According to the industry feedback we receive, it
is a value-add that other law firms do not provide.
For Opportunity Zones we have focused this in two ways to benefit our clients:
Creating an Opportunity Zone HUB for our Clients and Friends of the Firm: This
Opportunity Zone Hub connects clients and friends of the firm specifically for
Opportunity Zone transactions, including sponsors, investors, wealth managers,
lenders, and other players.
Creating Ideas and Strategies for Opportunity Zone Investment: There is the obvious
of course (i.e., development of property in an Opportunity Zone), and there is the lessobvious; namely, by way of example, operating businesses that can be created within
Opportunity Zones. Our view is we have only scratched the surface of what can be
accomplished. The end will be a combination of creativity while still adhering to the
statute’s purposes and requirements.
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Putting it All Together
With one of the largest, most prestigious real estate practices in the world, a powerhouse tax
practice, and a mission statement “To Help Our Clients Grow Their Businesses,” D&S is
uniquely positioned to advise clients in all areas relating to opportunity zone transactions,
including formulating and effectuating a strategy.
If you would like to discuss further how D&S can help you on an Opportunity Zone transaction
or how D&S can help you develop an Opportunity Zone strategy, please contact the leaders of
the D&S Opportunity Zone Practice Group:
•
•
•

Jessica Millett (jmillett@dsllp.com) for tax advice
Terri Adler (tadler@dsllp.com) for real estate advice
Bruce Stachenfeld (bstachenfeld@dsllp.com) for strategic real estate business building
advice

Attorney Advertising.
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